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Martin Kühl, Director of the Labeling Machine Division, Giancarlo Lipari, head of the HERMA 400 assembly line team, Christoph Raab,
Senior Project Manager for Porsche Consulting, and Thomas Oßwald, head of the development team (from left).
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Sticking
to it
Herma is a specialist in self-adhesive technologies ranging from
adhesive materials and labels to automatic labeling machines.
By thoroughly restructuring its assembly and development systems,
Herma laid the foundation for doubling its labeling machine sales.
   Peter Weidenhammer  
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Martin Kühl with the HERMA basic, the latest labeling machine from this
longestablished southern German company. He wants to double sales and
revenue in the labeling machine division by 2020. After the division adopted
a flow assembly system, its throughput times dropped by 75 percent.
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